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ELENA CROITORU
Things That Are Green
My memory of our concrete flat
has weathered to a green patina.
I rub it clean again then touch
the hand-stitched tablecloth my mother gave me.
My green fingerprints on the cream wool
resemble leaves that used to brush
against my window.
My mother refuses to remember them.
She cried too often when I was a child,
her breath a pallid green
plume on our third-floor balcony,
her hands as cold as the aluminium
lamp posts in our town.
I’d hold on to the hem
of her silk robe and look down
at dominoes shaped like tower blocks.
Cranes scratched the sky with metal limbs
and empty swings squeaked in the distance.
I used to wonder if my father could hear them
as he was made to crush
stones on the Danube canal,
unable to come back or speak his mind.
His face, as I imagined it, turned
a chimerical green. He was knee deep
in the river which wrapped around our country
			

and held it tight.
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PHILIPPA DAVIES
Aberfan 9.10am 21/10/1966
You let him mitch today, it’s nearly holiday
You forget to give her that cheese roll
You clean and tidy before mayhem starts
You look forward to your trip to Barry
You smile at a week with mam
You say ‘Quiet!’ at kids loud for half term
You get the dinner money box out
You take the register - chatterbox away again
You dream of a few days peace
You think you’ll buy a new mac with all this rain
You fret no one listens about Tip No 7
You notice your dog paces
You see the dark wave glistens
You shout ‘Move away boys, run!’
You hear the rumble, a thousand times thunder
You deny there’s water under the tip
You see the black, smell the silt
You hear the silence: no bird, no child.
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KATIE GRAMICH
Sunda Pangolin (Manis javanica)
On the severely endangered list.

‘They, and every beast after his kind, and all the cattle after their kind, and every creeping thing that creepeth
upon the earth after his kind, and every fowl after his kind, every bird of every sort.
And they went in unto Noah into the ark, two and two of all flesh, wherein is the breath of life.’

Genesis 7: 14-15

What
Species are you,
Pangolin in your immaculate armour?
Mammal with scaly skin, standing erect sometimes
On your hind feet, like a man, but winding snakily around
A tree trunk. Mobile artichoke or gigantic pine-cone?
You’re a trace of prehistory, still lurking in sheltered nooks. Here you are
Shuffling along through the twilight, with your long snout snuffling from side to side,
Searching for the exquisite ants. You’re a wanderer through the shrinking forest,
your
Infant, with his still-soft scales, riding proudly on your tail. The perfect tesserae
Of your skin are your death warrant: the poachers come to destroy the mosaic,
Leaving you naked, without armour, your body stiff
In a freezer. Your plectrums are Big Medicine,
Magical to the superstitious, and your flesh is tasty
In the mouths of epicures.
In a zoo
You wither,
Your perfect symmetry,
Row after row
overlapping,
Out of kilter,
The exact ball unravelling,
Two by two
hurrah,
hurrah,
you are voiceless
but the breath of life still remains
inside you
And they all
went
into the ark,
For to get out of the rain.
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JAN HARRIS
In Search of John Clare’s Nightingales
1
“Up this green woodland-ride let’s softly rove”
At the end of his poem you find the nest,
five eggs on moss, still warm,
the poet, crouched in awe,
arms scratched raw by the thorn
he battled through to find the wonder there.
And in a nearby oak
the silent bird, song stopped by fear.
You watch Clare creep away,
		

through bluebells,

cuckoo flowers and ferns,
and in the indents of his knees
place your own and peer….
to find that muntjac deer or roe
have browsed the tender hazel shoots
and scrub that kept the eggs
from harm,
and where Clare found the nest,
there’s only emptiness.
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2
You turn the page
and stay awhile, in hope
you’ll hear the swing time
of the brown bird’s call.
And as light starts to seep away,
syncopated chits and churs
lift from your book.
All at once, you hear
the riffs Clare set in ink,
notes from the nib of a beak
that beats to the world’s blue rhythms.
“Chew chew chee chew chee”
You scan for a quaver of wing,
a glimpse of sharp black eye
between stems of leaf,
but find only a memory that briefly climbs
then falls, exhausted
by the effort of the song.
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ROBERT HAVARD
Secrets
It was a secret where they went
and a secret what they did all day.
We’d see them come back on our streets
-white teeth, eyes white- in an eruption
of spit and smoke, like they owned the place.
But they owned nothing, those who scoured
the pavement for lumps in their gob,
those whose backs broke in sagging beds.
Cold mornings we’d hear the hooter
and the tramp of boots off to war.
But paupers they were, every one,
that was the worst kept secret. Dogs
of the earth, mugs, we’d say, expendable.
They didn’t own the dust in their lungs.
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LES JONES
Wanderer near the margins of his known land
(Crwydrwr ar gyrion ei gynefin )
He was to be met with anywhere
Within an area of hills some dozen miles across
Wearing the black of his long coat
Or it wearing him as it hung and flapped
From coathanger-thin shoulders.
He would be seen ahead at the side of the road
As we drove away or home.
We would know the figure by his mark on the land
And the lurch in his step.
In good weather we passed him by
But in rain or snow my father would stop
And call out to the wet dark of the coat with a man inside:
“Mae’r tywydd yn ofnadwy. Gawn ni mynd a chi gartref?”*
A face would loom at the window and I cannot remember it
Save for the lines and leanness and the watery blue eyes.
“Na, diolch i chi, ma’en gwell i mi cerdded,”*
Was always the soft reply, and so on we drove.
Some story of an accident at the quarry
Making an end of a working life,
Of compensation lost or cheated from him,
Of his children’s departure, and then his wife.
His home was a mile or so from us,
Down the steep hill towards the sea,
But as far as I know he was out always,
In the dawn of summer days and in the bitter dusks of winter,
On the long road to Caernarfon,
Crabbing up Cwm Pennant,
Making his slow way by the many-gated track
Up From Cwm Ystradllyn to the ridge of Moel Ddu
And on to the twisting drop to Prenteg.
And one December he was on the bridge at Aberglaslyn A familiar darkness at the edge of his heft Leaning over, as I think, to hear the random knock
Of boulders moving beneath the winter spate.
*The lines in Welsh translate as: ‘The weather is dreadful, can we take you home?’ and ‘Thank you, no. It is better for me to walk.’
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OMAR MAJEED
The Colour of Rust
Can I lie here forever in comfortable ruin
smoking rollie after rollie, surrounded by
scratched records and books with broken
backs that never open or close?
No, you must get up and greet the day.
I do not want to get up now or ever.
I want to bury my head in the pillow
as the gloomy mist rises and circles
and pretend I am an abandoned sculpture.
You must not do that any longer.
What then must I do?
You must play scales
on the clarinet
and do the dishes
and take out the bins.
But I am damaged
and my heart has fallen
between the floorboards
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We all carry our wounds –
if we had no burdens
there would be nothing
to lay down. You need to
change the batteries
on your clock. Why
does your mum still
hem your trousers?
How am I to put my suit
on when I’m bleeding?
Work will stop the flow.
Dark clouds gather and leave;
it cannot rain forever.
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JAN NORTON
Mrs Savage
Look, girls, they are like notes on a stave,
our English teacher wafts a pale hand
towards the window, where the bare fingers
of the tree hold the weight of dark autumn birds
Look, she breathes, that tree is a symphony
of sap and bark, tosses her hair,
drapes over her book
a delicate sapling on an open moor,
a slender Japanese maple bruised
by the cold winds of the class
whose sighs and moans rival the creak
of the dying elm tree that blocks the light.
Look, she says, pointing to the blackboard
where the words sing sweeter than a blackbird,
‘this our life finds tongues in trees.’
Shakespeare, girls, Shakespeare.
This morning, I watch the robin settle
on the topmost twig of the cherry tree,
an accidental quaver, changing autumn’s tone
to sharp winter, and look, look, look.
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JAN NORTON
Preservation
First warning sign- at home, Mam, making jam,
the chop of purple cherries, fingers pink
with juice. Pans gurgle lava lakes for her to cram
jars brimful with viscous fruit until no chink
of space is left, cap them with wax seals, pop
this crop onto the shelf beneath the stair
in dormant rows. Cooling down, she stops,
wipes fingers on her apron, calms her hair,
sent wild by the steam, pours a clouded glass
of water and with a tremor, red-faced, makes the tea
she cannot eat. We know this too will pass,
this pyroclastic flow of misery,
so we slick thick slabs of soft white bread
with cherry, damson, rhubarb jam, feign
pleasure with each bitter bite, Mam’s unsaid
words sour ashes in our mouths, I can’t complain.
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ELIZABETH PORTER
Mnemosyne Leaves the Rhondda
There she goes in her weird white garb
down Treorchy high street behind my Grandad
who doesn’t wash at the pit-head. He prefers
to wear his patina of anthracite home.
When he turns into the ginnel, Mnemosyne
keeps on walking. ‘Where’s the hammer?’
Grandad calls at the back door, plaintively.
‘Where’s the hammer?’ Every night
the same. They all hear him: Mam,
Millie, Avril, Thelma, Malcolm, Dave,
and upstairs my Mum, swotting for School Certificate
by candlelight. Nobody looks for the hammer.
He finds the bloody hammer himself,
bashes crags of coal into little nuggets
to stoke the fire, to heat the water
to fill his tin bath on the hearth rug.
Tomorrow he’ll go down the pit again
and when he comes home he’ll ask for the hammer.
Mum is cudgelling her brains to fit a future
beyond the valley. In the Welsh exam
she’ll search for a word on the tip of her tongue.
A word she hears day in, day out. The word
for … that thing … that thing you use for nails …
and coal. She will not find it. ‘Ble mae’r morthwyl?’
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THOMASSON TAYLOR
Y Cwrwgl
The Coracle
Somehow his spirit lives,
the Towy fisherman unburdened
of his latticed load. For though
he rots, his woven-willow dish
of tarred and tallowed hide
will not erode.
A red kite, maybe,
quills the grey-green glaze
of hand-thrown headland
in the kiln of dawn. Away
across the estuary of haze,
a pencil-thin peninsula is drawn.
Where dunes are clad in gulls
and foothills shod in espadrilles,
here rests the coracle
in rampant goldenrod,
a river-god’s discarded
walnut shell – a barnacle
or two around its hazel mouth,
half-buried, half-alive,
with ribs exposed, surrounded
by invasive thrift, amid the serried
ranks of marram grass,
agape, aground.
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Beyond the sand, the scarlet
myrtles cluster, hairy catkins
scattering their seed;
some virgin wimberries lacking
taste and lustre; age-old peatland
wetting beds of reed.
Then hush. A briny slip of
bladderwrack. And hush. Sublime
and silent limestone caves.
The sacramental prayer at
tabernacle. Hush – the brackish
water’s pewter waves.
Yet where the sea surrenders up
our jetsam and wet tinder,
there the o-boat lies –
a shrine to laths and withies,
without net or paddle.
Just a bowl of damselflies.
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LEO TEMPLE
TOWARDS A BUCOLICS OF CONTACTLESS:
a particular poem
I tended to find lines of poetry beautiful only when I
encountered them quoted in prose […] where the line
breaks were replaced with slashes, so that what was
communicated was less a particular poem than the
echo of poetic possibility.
Leaving the Atocha Station, Ben Lerner

in my grandfather’s latter years he imagined buying a Grecian urn to place his ashes in:
plagiarism Google keeps telling me comes from the Latin plagiare for kidnapping: plagiarism for all
its life-threatening violence is in the end a certificate of youthfulness
I keep thinking of using my phone to both kidnap and not plagiarise myself setting up an algorithm
searching whilst I don’t happen and age nonetheless and the massive erroneous data harvest would
double as a shop of things
I am not familiar with and would touch me even if only by its further reach
and I would paddle out among the office rubberplants without the staid abduction of my own search
history there was for example that morning on the beach when the washing machine had washed up
with people’s jeans dry inside and we wondered at the undertow’s strength to surprise
my family had looked for ammonites on the beach for generations and the washing machine’s
shipwreck held empty clothes
waiting to be cleaned in that familiar spiralling motion so despite the absence of fossils it was to be
expected to imagine
/ the Keats’ poem the youthful clay lovers’ mutual untouchability sexualising history’s imaginable
and unsalvageable shape
/ a fossil’s spiralling along with a washing machine’s and I would try those jeans on and they would
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be too big:
in my grandfather’s latter years he imagined buying
a Grecian urn to place his ashes in / place
your ear to the urn’s lip
he would say and hear the sound of the body’s hollowing:
I spend too much time de-mystifying my algorithm: apparently two gorgeous people were seen
holding that washing machine with symmetry not speaking in star-lit sweat as duty-bound they made
for the threshold of land and water
at the crest of a bootleg economy and a milky tidal ecology I wager the washing machine’s
emplacement:
at the crest of tiny grey waves it has become a cliché to say my phone is listening to me: and it is
like everything is it waits for its name to be called and hears fragments of its name in everything I am
saying

in my grandfather’s latter years he imagined buying
a Grecian urn to place
his ashes in:
place
your ear to the urn’s lip he would say and hear
the sound of the body’s hollowing:
and when his body hollowed we were absent-mindedly scrolling:
and we woke up to an urn
to keep all the hollow in
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GILES L. TURNBULL
Refugee Piece … Existential Jigsaw
They are building a border
around my body -I must be a nut
in a steam engine’s wheel.
Down here it’s dark,
and so filthy,
but there’s a rumour
there will be grass by the side of the rail.
Beyond a makeshift wall
are lumps of coal
by a water hose,
and a flag itching to be waved green.
There’s a great void
where the sky should be,
eager to be filled with billowing smoke
and the tops of beckoning trees.
Then somebody’s hand
repositions me
and I turn into the tittle on an i
of a sign that demands: Whistle
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SHORTLISTED POETS
ELENA CROITORU
Elena Croitoru has an MSt in Creative Writing from the University of
Cambridge. Her work has been selected for the Best New British & Irish
Poets 2019 and has been shortlisted for the Gregory O’Donoghue Prize,
Wasafiri New Writing Prize, Bridport Prize, Bath Flash Fiction Award and
other prizes. She won second place in the Bart Wolffe award & third place in
the Open House poetry competition.
You can find her on Twitter: @elenacroitoru

PHILIPPA DAVIES
Philippa Davies is a writer and psychologist. She lives in West Wales, where
with two poet friends she co-hosts the Poetry Pause podcast. Last year, she
co-produced 12 video poems for the Women of West Wales project for Narberth Museum and Llangwmlitfest, workshopping in The Cottage Inn, her
local. This year, Poetry Pause will workshop at Llandeilo Litfest:
@poetry_pause.

KATIE GRAMICH
Katie Gramich is a retired academic now finding her lost voice as a poet and
translator. She was brought up on a smallholding in Ceredigion and now
lives in the Heath in Cardiff. Welsh is her first language and she is addicted
to learning as many other languages as possible. She likes trees, wild
animals, coffee, baking, and, above all, her stunning new granddaughter,
Angharad.

JAN HARRIS
Jan Harris’s poems have appeared in various literary journals including
Acumen, Envoi, Snakeskin, and The French Literary Review, and in several
anthologies, including For the Silent (Indigo Dreams Publishing). Her first
collection, Mute Swans on the Cam, is due for publication in summer 2020.
Jan lives in Nottinghamshire.
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ROBERT HAVARD
Born in Treherbert 1944, Robert Havard (BA, PhD Cardiff) was appointed
professor at Bristol and Cardiff University where his research focused mainly
on modern Spanish poetry and art. Havard has two published poetry
collections: Look up without Laughing (Gomer, 1998) and Ball on a River
(2015), the latter having 38 pairs of poems/paintings on facing pages.
He is married with two daughters and four grandchildren.

LES JONES
Born and brought up in North Wales; educated locally, and later in
Cardiff and York. Worked in colleges and universities in England. Has been
shortlisted for the Bridport Prize and commended in the Troubadour prize.
Returns to his cynefin when he can, where he speaks a Welsh of modest
vocabulary with creative errors.

OMAR MAJEED

Omar Majeed was born in Crewe, and grew up in Herefordshire. He attended St Thomas Cantilupe primary and Hereford Cathedral Secondary where
his interest in poetry grew. He won the Foyle Young Poet of the Year 2002
and smaller prizes since then as has released poetry and fiction through his
own imprint Desk Publishing. Omar studied Graphic design in Kingston,
graduating in 2010 and later undertook a masters in fine art at HCA. Omar
is a member of Market Art Studios where he paints intuitively in the liminal
boundary between abstraction and figuration.

JAN NORTON
I am Welsh, born and raised in a Valleys industrial town, and now living
in the Midlands in a former mining community. I spent my working life
teaching others to write and to appreciate good writing; it was only when
I took early retirement that I started writing in earnest. Thus far, the
inspiration for my writing has been the hills and valleys of South Wales and
the broader family of people I grew up with. My poems often draw on those
landscapes and people, but also come out of visual forms.
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ELIZABETH PORTER
Born and brought up in Hereford, Elizabeth Porter lived in the North-East
of England and in Tanzania before eventually settling in Cardiff. She works
as a tutor for Cardiff council’s disability inclusion team, teaching community
classes for adults throughout the city. Her novel Stranger, Visitor, Foreigner,
Guest was published by Cinnamon Press in 2015.

THOMASSON TAYLOR
Cheshire boy, London graduate and proud dad, Thomasson has enjoyed a
long career as a copywriter in the UK, Saudi Arabia and, currently, Qatar.
Turning to poetry more seriously in his mid-fifties, he has been published in
PN Review. Thomasson lives in Doha with his wife, youngest daughters and
an addiction to overpriced coffee.

LEO TEMPLE
Leo Temple writes poems and essays, often loosely interested in the relation
between technology and agency. In recent years, his poems have appeared
in the Oxonian Review, Iris III (Hurst Street Press) and the New River Press
Yearbook. They have also been adapted to form part of an exhibition on toxic
masculinity (Brainstorm, 2017). He lives in London.

GILES L. TURNBULL
Giles L. Turnbull is a blind poet living in south Wales. His poems and
articles have appeared in Algebra of Owls, Poetry Wales and Acumen,
amongst others, and in anthologies by Disability Arts Cymru, Three
Drops from a Cauldron, and Nine Arches Press. He was shortlisted in
the Live Canon International Poetry Competition in 2016 and the
Bridport Prize in 2017. His debut pamphlet, Dressing Up, is published
by Cinnamon Press.
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After 55 years of publishing contemporary poetry in 212
issues (and counting) of its magazine, Poetry Wales launched
Wales Poetry Award, a national competition to discover
the very best international contemporary poetry. Wales
Poetry Award opened to single poem entries from new
and established poets from Wales and beyond in August
2019. Thanks to sponsorship from the Department of
English and Creative Writing at Aberystwyth University,
entries were free for low-waged writers living in the UK.
Winning poems are scheduled be published in upcoming
issues of Poetry Wales and all shortlisted poets have been
invited to attend the Wales Poetry Award Prizegiving
in Cardiff where our 3 award winners and 10 highly
commended prizewinners will be announced by
competition judge Katherine Stansfield.
The ceremony will take place Saturday 15 February 2020
at Seren Cardiff Poetry Festival, held this year at the
The Temple of Peace. Tickets and information about the
ceremony can be found at CardiffPoetryFestival.com

“

Wales Poetr y Award,
a national competition
to discover the ver y
best international
contemporar y poetr y

”

